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Abstract

The presented paper describes the collecting of data from different sources to build a collocation data set with the aim of compiling the first contemporary collocation dictionary for the Albanian language. The work is based (1) on the analysis of empirical data, i.e. linguistic corpora, using the computational methods and tools, as well as (2) on traditional dictionaries. As empirical data we use the AlCo (Albanian Text Corpus), the AlCoPress 2017-2019, N-Grams extracted from both, methods like Log-likelihood and Dice coefficient using the IMS Open Corpus Workbench (CWB) and the Corpus Query Processor, Web version (CQPweb). Despite the enormous support, an unsupervised automated compilation of a collocation dictionary of high quality, like those created by lexicographers, seems to be impossible without intervention. In order to complete the collection of the data we additionally use lexical information extracted from traditional dictionaries. The primary goal is to create a language resource that can be used among others also for Natural Language Processing purposes. The presented work is still in progress and, of course, will change until its final version.
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1. Collocations as lexical data

Linguistic data are important or even necessary for numerous applications to make the communication easier, or at least as support data for building further linguistic datasets as resources for natural language processing.

Collocations may serve one of two purposes in dictionaries. On the one hand, they are used as standalone data in collocation dictionaries. On the other hand, they serve as “additional” information in other types of dictionaries, e.g. definition dictionaries. They are not only important for non-native language learners, but also for native speakers, who sometimes need to find established ways of combining lexical items. Typical examples of collocations that can cause problems for foreign language learners are combinations such as strong tea (e.g. instead of powerful tea) in English. Many researchers distinguish between various related concepts of collocation, sometimes labelled “significance-oriented” and “statistically-oriented”, e.g. Herbst (1996). The former are often semantically restricted and are thus particularly difficult to learn. But even items that just frequently co-occur without being conventionalized may be relevant for dictionary users, since such combinations are often differentiated in usage style or are only common in specific domains. Those data can be used not only while translating from one language into another, but also for writing or speaking in a specific field, working on a desktop computer, or simply searching on a smartphone for a specific word usage.
2. Collecting collocations for a dictionary of Albanian

Currently no collocation dictionary exists for Albanian. The aim of this project is to fill this gap in Albanian lexicography by collecting collocation data for such a dictionary. For the speakers of a language, a collocation dictionary, e.g. Benson et al. (2010), Quasthoff (2010), or Häcki Buhofer et al. (2014), offers the possibility to select fine-grained collocations, to express oneself idiomatically in a conversation or text.

As this work is very data intensive, and a basic data set, e.g. for extending a given resource using NLP tools, is not available, there is a need of elementary work. For this reason we decided to take an approach consisting of three steps.

In order to collect the lexical data, we use a lexicon for NLP, presented in Kabashi (2019), and an automatic morphology for the Albanian language, presented in Kabashi (2015), to lemmatize the word forms, because Albanian is an inflected language and has a rich morphology. We also use tagged texts and the AlCo presented in Kabashi (2017), using the tagset presented in Kabashi & Proisl (2018). Since there is no syntactic parser available for Albanian, the extraction process is based on surface-oriented methods, e.g. n-grams and distance-based cooccurrences, see for example Evert (2013) and Proisl (2019).

3. Selecting the data sources

For an empirical data driven approach, selecting data sources also determines the quality of the data. One of the data sources is the AlCo (An Albanian Text Corpus), cf. Kabashi (2017). The corpus contains 100 million words and covers different domains of language and contains different text types. Additionally, another recently compiled corpus of press texts serves as a further data source – it is a reference corpus named AlCoPress (2017–2019) that contains approximately 32 million text words, taken from seven newspapers and a news agency. Around 70 million words are currently raw data. All in all, the data sources are around 200 million words. The amount of data, from an empirical point of view, compared to similar corpora of other languages, is still too small, but it allows extracting valuable information in most search cases and also profiling the knowledge derived from the data.

4. Methods and tools for exploring the data sources

To explore the linguistic data we use n-grams (2- to 10-), IMS Open Corpus Workbench (CWB)\(^1\), and the Corpus Query Processor, Web version (CQPweb). This information is then complemented by the traditional selection of lexical entries from different dictionaries and lexicons, e.g. Kostallari et al. (1980), Samara (1998), Thomai et al. (2004), Dhrimo et al. (2007), and Thomai et al. (2006).\

4.1. N-Grams

With the n-grams technique it is possible to extract the data from raw text without any preparation, e.g. tagging or formatting. Frequency lists of n-grams allow the researcher to find words that often occur together by aggregating common combinations, cf. the 4-grams listed below. Example 10044 për herë të parë, eng. for the first time, shows this effect – the accumulation of frequent word sequences. This very simple method is very useful, but a lot of cases remain, i.e. entries with low frequency, which may still have valuable collocation information, and are not listed on the top of the frequency list, but towards the end. See for example the second part of the list, after the frequency 62, where the frequencies of the word çaj, eng. tea, are listed. In this case the word-forms (of çaj) are not lemmatized, so the word-forms çaj, çaji, çajin, çajit, ... (with the properties case, number, gender, and definiteness for nouns), are listed separately as they originally occur in texts.

10044 për herë të parë  7   një çaj bimor
6599 Nga ana tjetër        7   Çaji i gjetheve
2999 do të thotë që      6   rastet çajit zihet derisa
2659 një kobë të gjiatë   6   ta përzhieni me çajin
2598 Për këtë arsye       6   përberjen e çajrive .
2304 pjesën më të madhe   6   me çajin nga kamomili
2241 gjithnjë i më shumë    6   lugë çaj të kanelës
2083 pjesa më e madhe     6   lugë çaj me piper
437 një kobë të shkurter   6   Ky çaj përdoret për
433 të nivelit të lartë     5   shumë çaj të ftohtë
                     5   i pennes se çajit
                      5   e çajit të koprës
                      5   1 lugë çajit pluhur
                      4   vinte çajit i darkës
                      4   tufë çajit në tregun
                      4   shumë çajit getënise ,
                      4   të prodhimit të çajit
                      4   rigoni e çajit i
                      4   qese të çajit të
                      4   që çajit i kaisë
                      4   përgatisni çajrat me fruta
                      4   përdorni çajit të tharë
                      4   ose çajit me sheqer
                      4   monopolin e çajit kinez
                      4   pini çaj pa sheqer
                         4   çajit i ngrohtë
                         1   përgatisni çajit të
                         1   një çaj të ngrohtë
                         1   nga një gotë çajit
                         1   çajit i malit dhe
                         1   të çajit të zi
                           1   një çaj tani
                           1   nga çajit të zi
                           1   çajit të zi
                           1   çajit të zi
                           1   çajit të zi

List 1: The list of some of the most frequent 4-grams and the 4-grams of çaj.

Not all occurrences of the words are collocations of the word çaj, e.g. një lugë çajit me, eng. teaspoon, where the word tea is a collocation of the word spoon. At the same time,

2 In this case, driven by a script running on a Linux operating system.
not all collocations of the word çaj can be found in the n-gram lists. In this case, the types and/or the amount of text do not cover all collocations of the word. Additional texts from certain domains and increasing the overall amount of text would increase the probability of covering them.

4.2. CWB & CQPweb

The IMS Open Corpus Workbench (CWB) is “a collection of open-source tools for managing and querying large text corpora [...] with linguistic annotations”.3 CQPweb (Corpus Query Processor) is a software package, a web-based corpus analysis system, to explore corpus data, cf. Hardie (2012).

In contrast to the n-gram method, CWB and CQPweb, and particularly CQPweb, offer a lot of functions for calculating collocations. As the tools support the processing of linguistic data, also based on linguistic annotations, the data can be explored on more dimensions, e.g. by searching based on POS-tags or within certain domains.

To find the collaboration candidates, CQPweb can use the Conservative LR, Dice coefficient, Log-likelihood, Log Ratio (filtered), MI2, Mutual Information, T-score, Z-score, and as well as the simple rank by frequency. For each lexical entry the different measurement results help to find words which can be added to the respective lexical entry.

In the example above (cf. Figure 1) a list of collocations of the word punë, eng. work, is shown, calculated based on Log-likelihood by CQPweb. Below in the section Example Entries we present a detailed entry (as a working version) for this word. Each method, depending on different criteria, can offer different collocation candidates, e.g. using the Log-likelihood results is different than the Dice coefficient results. The statistics offered by CQPweb e.g. observed collocate frequency, the number of texts, and Log-likelihood (in figure 1) make selecting collocate candidates easier. Through using all of them, it is possible to gather more collocation candidates. Some of those candidates cannot be used, e.g. because they are function words in a sentence and not, for example, prepositions that are associated with the collocation candidate. An example is the word në, eng. in, listed in Figure 1, which depending on the concrete context can be a collocation, or not. In positions 7 and 8 (in Figure 1), the words një, eng. one, and kjo, eng. this, are listed very high, but in the sense of collocation they are both irrelevant. The list in this abbreviated version does not show the “typical” collocations, as may be expected from a native speaker. The fact that the data sources are only written texts might explain this.

Due to those problems we found it necessary to complement the results from CQPweb with the information contained in traditional dictionaries.

---

4.3. Dictionaries

Traditional dictionaries like definition dictionaries, i.e. Kostallari (1980) and its newer editions, collect information based on long-term observation of language. They do not offer intentionally typical examples of collocations within their usage examples, but as the goal is different to the collocation dictionaries, they are not listed separately either. As a result, only a small number of collocations can be found within the entries, mostly within the examples. The number of collocations in those cases is higher if the lexical entry has more lexical meanings.

![Figure 1: The collocation results for the word punë, eng. work, calculated based on Log-likelihood, by the CQPweb.](image_url)

Another dictionary type that offers collocation candidates is a dictionary of synonyms, e.g. Thomai et al. (2004) for Albanian. Below – as an example, in Figure 3, marked with the sign ♦ and the name of the dictionary – are listed collocations which are taken
from the mentioned dictionary. If the data are available in electronic form, then a fast search and extraction of any lexical information is possible, otherwise the only remaining option is to gather it manually.

Combining all three methods, i.e. n-grams, CQPweb and extracting information from traditional dictionaries, makes it possible to collect a lot of lexical information for certain lexical entries which can be used for compiling a lexicon of collocations

5. Selecting the lexicon entries and their types

The collected lexical information needs to be organized in lexical entries. The selection of lexical entries is in some cases very difficult, especially the decision of whether to select an entry at all. Furthermore, the selection of collocation candidates (for the explication part of the entry) is not easy and depends on many criteria. We start with the entries that are semantically related and continue with those that are very frequent. But not every frequent cooccurrence is chosen for a lexical entry, as explained in the above case of një and kjo, in the section CWB & CQPweb.

Based on other collocation dictionaries, the lexical entries are differentiated according to their part-of-speech. Also, the grammatical relations between collocated words are important to organize the mezzo- and micro-structure of an entry, e.g. Noun–Adjective or Verb–Noun. This is described in the followed sections based on examples.

6. Example Entries

6.1. Nouns

Noun entries are organized as in Figure 2. The entry begins with its head, followed by its part-of-speech. The collocations, without an example of where they occur in texts, are listed as a sequence, separated by commas. This sequence can be separated by a pipe ( | ) and <jo, pa, i, ... [i.e. negations]> for words of opposite meaning and bullets (• i.e. very strong, · i.e. less strong), if the collocations can be grouped/assorted/-separated in sense of meaning. The letter i, e.g. in i shkurtër (eng. short) is the article (determiner) of the masculine gender of the adjective shkurtër. The feminine gender is e, which is not written. The explication part contains also the collocations with its prepositions, which are listed after the mark □■ , e.g. para ~i (i.e. para afatë), eng. before the deadline. The next sign ♦◊ marks the word compounds, e.g. afatgjatë (from afat + ~gjatë), eng. long term.

Some dictionaries, e.g. Häcki Buhofer et al (2014), also list examples of authentic use for each word. For the work presented here, currently no examples are taken into account, i.e. no such examples are contained in the draft version of the dictionary. Example sentences may still be included in a future on-line version of the dictionary.
afat E (eng. deadline, Noun)

+MBE (eng. Adjective)
~ i shkurte | ~ i gjate · ~ mesatar • ~ i kaluar · ~ i tejkaluar, ~ i skaduar · ~ i <pa>mbaruar • ~ i shytre · ~ i vazhduar · ~ i zgjatur | ~ i shkurte • ~ i <pa>përshtatshëm • ~ i shlyer [...]

+F (eng. Verb)
shtyej • • respektoj • • (tej)kaloj • • mbaron • • vjen • • afrohet • • caktoj • • vazhdoj • [...]

□■ (i. e. used with prepositions, e.g. me, pa, ...)
me ~, pa ~, para ~it/-ës, pas ~it/-ës, përtej ~it/-ës [...]

♦◊ (i. e. word-formation)
~caktim, ~vënie • ~shtyrje • ~kalim [...]

>MBE
~shkurte, ~mesëm, ~gjate, ~caktoj, ~shtyrë [...]

Figure 2: The working version of the lexical entry for the collocation afat, eng. deadline, as a result of evaluating the n-grams, using the CQPweb, calculated based on Log-likelihood, and informed by the traditional dictionaries.

Polysemic collocations, those with different senses, are listed separately, as shown in the following entries:

bar, ~i 1 E (eng. grass)

+MBE
i njomë | i tharë · i thatë • i rritur • i gjejbër • i mbirë • i mbjellur • i prerë,
i kositur • i mbledhur • i rrëzuar • i mirë • i keq [...]

bar, ~i 2 E (eng. medicament)

+MBE
shërues • getësues • i mire [...]

kundër dhimbjes • kundër kollës • kundër ftohjes [...]

bar, ~i 3 E (eng. bar)

+MBE
i <pa>njohur • i frekuentuar (shumë | pak) [...]

~i më i afërt • i të rinjve [...]

Figure 3: The working version of the lexical entry for the collocation bar, eng. grass, medicament, bar, as a result of evaluating the n-grams, using the CQPweb statistics, and informed by the traditional dictionaries.
Putting together all lexical data gathered from n-grams, cf. figure 1, through CQPweb and extracted from traditional dictionaries, the following entry can be created:

**çaj, ~i E (eng. tea)**

+MBe

i nxëhtë | i ftohtë • i ëmbël | i hiddar • i fortë, i rëndë | i lehtë, i lig • i zi • i gjelbër • mjekësor [...] 

+E ABL

mali • bjeshke • frutash • trëndafili • kaçeje • bliri • dafine • murrizi • rozmarine • borzilloku • eukalipi • kanelle • alku [...] 

□■

me sheqer • me mjaltë • me limon [...] 

Figure 4: The working version of the lexical entry for the collocation çaj, eng. tea, as a result of evaluating the n-grams, using the CQPweb statistics, and informed by the traditional dictionaries.

### 6.2. Verbs

Verb entries have the same structure as the noun entries. The head of the entry has – like most Albanian dictionaries – the grammatical information on aorist and participle, in addition to the part-of-speech information. The following example shows an entry of a verb.

**kry|ej ~eva, ~yer F (eng. end, complete, finish)**

+E

një punë • një punim • një detyrë • një detyrim • një porosi • një vepër • një veprim • një aksion • një shkollë • një studim • një udhëtim • pushimin DET [...] 

+NDF

mirë | keq • shpejt | ngadalë [...] 

Figure 5: The working version of the lexical entry for the collocation kryej, eng. complete successfully, as a result of evaluating the n-grams, using the CQPweb statistics, and informed by the traditional dictionaries.

### 6.3. Adjectives

The number of these entries is smaller than the numbers for nouns and verbs. Adjectives are more often listed as collocates of the nouns. Lexical entries of adjectives can be created from a reverse index of them. A lexical entry of an adjective looks as follows:
The following entry shows in detailed form the entry of the noun

The number of adverb entries is currently very small. Similar to the adjective entries, most adverbs, such as

methods used for the extraction of information to create the noun and verb entries. Most adverbs, such as good, can occur with a large number of verbs. A lexical entry for an adverb looks as follows:

mirë NdF (eng. good)

+ F

jam • jetoj • kaloj • ndihem • bëj • di • kuptoj • kujtoj • shkoj • rri • pushaj • ha • flas • vishem • dukem • njoh • shkoj | vij • mendoj • luaj • mësoj • veprøj • informoj • përshtat • zyqohem • qdhihem • dalloj • mbroj • ruaj • kujdesem • paguaj • pres • shqyfëzoj • funksonon • arsjetaj • përmbledh • laj • pastroj • pjeq • gatuaj • siguroj • këgyr • mbikëgyr • silem • eci • uhdëzoj • shkruaj • them • filloj • nis | mbaroj. përëndoj • punoj • rap | mbyll | shpyegaj • këshilloj • ndaj • bashkoj | largoj • jap • përgatit • drejtaj • realizoj [...]

Figure 7: The working version of the lexical entry for the collocation mirë, eng. good, as a result of evaluating the n-grams, using the CQPweb statistics, and informed by the traditional dictionaries.

6.5. The detailed form of an entry

The following entry shows in detailed form the entry of the noun punë, eng. work and the verb punoj, eng. to work. The possible combinations are listed: N-V, e.g. nis punën, eng. to begin with the work and N-ADJ/ADV, e.g. punë e mirë, eng. good work; One important extension would be to add the prepositions and the case information as given with punë prep+dat sipas ligjit, or filloj/nis acc (=punën) | një nom (=punë).

pun|ë a ët E

+ F

(e) nis ~ <+ACC >, filloj • bëj • ndërpes • vazhdoj, rifilloj • kryej, mbaroj • harroj • kërkoi • siguroj • pëlqej, (ia) pëlqej ~ <+OBJ+DAT > • dua | urrëj • pengoj | nxit • lavdëroj • përqlës • kujtoj • ngadalësoj, zgqat, prolongoj • pesullaj • udhëhoj • drejtaj • (ia) mbështet ~ <e dikujt> • (ia) këshilloj ~ <dikujt> • (ia) mohoj ~ <dikujt> • (ia) ndalaj ~ <dikujt> [... shtjë ~ përpara, • (i) fle ~ <dikujt> [...]

+ MbE

e mirë | e keqe • e vështrirë • e rëndë | e lehtë • e shpejtë | e ngadalë • e shumtë | e paktë • e ndryshme | e njëjtë • e ajatë • kujdestare • kujdestarë • nate | dite • mbërprëqeja • mënjesi | legale | ilegale | <jo>serioze • tinëzhare • publike | private • e madhe • e vogël • e tërë • e shqyftarë • e <pa>ndershme • e <pa>nëntshme, e
The example above contains all data collected for the entries and the current state of the work on lexical entries. In general, the aim is to keep the entries shorter, but they can “grow” to be very detailed.

7. Conclusions

Currently, the number of lexical entries is around 2000, with 40 to 110 entries for each letter of the Albanian alphabet. A number of entries are not yet complete with all their possible information, i.e. the work on these entries is not finished yet. A few of them will be deleted, while some new entries will presumably be added in the ongoing process of reviewing the lexical entries during the work with data. The first results have been encouraging.
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